
Resident Objection 2 

Music from inside the function rooms can be clearly heard in our house, even worse when they open 
the fire escape doors due to the heat in there. 
The fabric of the building is insufficient to contain any noise within it. 
 
Customers often walk down the aisle between the club and houses to smoke their drugs which then 
permeates across towards our house making it impossible to sit outside our house. 
Often when the club closes, it seems that they can’t wait to get all the customers out and the gates 
locked which then can create trouble and fighting outside in the street, more than one occasion I’ve 
gone to my car the next morning to find dents and blood. 
 
The alleyway between the club and houses which leads down to the club car park and the private 
parking behind the houses is often blocked when a club customer has just parked their car in the 
middle of the drive to go into the club which then creates a traffic jam on the road as we cannot 
move forward down the drive so are stuck out in the road while we have to either telephone the 
club or go in there to find the driver, often met on the phone with very unhelpful staff and when the 
driver does finally come out we are met with intimidating stares when they walk past to get in their 
car. 
 
The club car park at the back is often locked, very rarely do customers use this car park, instead they 
park wherever they can on the road outside the club, many times I’ve seen cars parked on the 
pavement and yellow lines on the other side of the road which then causes major blockages of 
traffic, this is also a bus route, having said that, the take away QC’s is completely ridiculous for their 
staff parking blocking the road and the pavement. 
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